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FAK nuclear export signal sequences
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accumulation. R177/R178A mutations also prevented FERM
nuclear localization [12].
Since it is found in both cytoplasm and nucleus, FAK obviously has to have a mechanism that enables nucleocytoplasmic
shuttling. Leucine-rich nuclear export signal (NES) sequences
often mediate protein export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm [13–16]. The ﬁrst NES were identiﬁed in human immunodeﬁciency virus, type I-coded Rev protein [17] and protein
kinase A inhibitor of cAMP-dependent protein kinase [18].
NES sequences consist of 4–5 hydrophobic residues within a
region of about 10 amino acids. These hydrophobic residues
are predominantly leucine (L), but may also be isoleucine (I),
valine (V), methionine (M), and phenylalanine (P). However,
only less than 50% of identiﬁed leucine-rich NESs ﬁt into generally accepted loose consensus L-x(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x(2,3)-L-x[LI] [16,19]. We found that FAK has two putative NES sequences, one within FERM and one within kinase domain.

1. Introduction

2. Materials and methods

FAK is ubiquitously expressed signaling scaﬀold protein,
indispensable for transduction of signals from supramolecular
complexes localized at contact sites of cell with extracellular
matrix [1–3]. Although FAK was named according to its localization at focal adhesions [4,5], several groups reported nuclear
localization of FAK [6–11]. Only recently, the mechanism(s)
that promote or regulate FAK nuclear accumulation and the
biological role of nuclear FAK were somewhat revealed [12].
Classic nuclear localization sequences, typically containing
clusters of basic amino acids, were detected in FAK N-terminal band 4.1, ezrin, radixin, moesin-homology (FERM) F2
lobe. The largest patch consists of residues lysine (K) K190,
K191, K216, K218, arginine (R) R221, and K222, whereas a
second smaller basic patch is comprised of R204, R205, and
K209. In addition, residues R177 and R178 are partially exposed within the FAK FERM F2 lobe structure. Mutations
of lysine into alanine (A) in the largest basic patch (K190/
191A or K216/218A) blocked, whereas mutations in a second
smaller patch (K204/R205A) slightly reduced FERM nuclear

2.1. Structural analyses
Structural images were presented using PyMOLä program (DeLano
Scientiﬁc, LLC, Palo Alto, CA) based on reported crystal structure of
FERM domain [20] and inactive vs. active FAK [21].

Abstract Ubiquitously expressed focal adhesion kinase (FAK),
a critical component in transducing signals from sites of cell contacts with extracellular matrix, was named after its typical localization in focal adhesions. A nuclear localization of FAK has
been also reported and its scaﬀolding role in nucleus and requirement for p53 ubiquitination were only recently described.
Whereas FAK nuclear localization signal (NLS) was found in
F2 lobe of FERM domain, nuclear export signal (NES)
sequences have not been yet determined. Here we demonstrate
that FAK has two NES sequences, NES1 in F1 lobe of FERM
domain and NES2 in kinase domain. Although, both NES1
and NES2 are evolutionary conserved, and present as well in
FAK-related protein kinase Pyk2, only NES2 demonstrates full
biological nuclear export activity.
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2.2. Vector construction
Construction of green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP)-FAK and GFPFERM FAK were described elsewhere [12,22]. Normal and mutant
FAK NES1 and NES2 sequences were introduced into pShooter plasmid (Invitrogen).
2.3. Imaging
Live cell imaging was used to follow GFP-FAK distribution before
and 4 h after exposure of GFP-FAK-expressing HUVECs to 10 ng/ml
leptomycin B as described [12]. HUVECs expressing GFP-FERM
FAK or FAK / p53 /
mouse embryonic ﬁbroblasts (MEF)
expressing GFP-(1-686)FAK were visualized by confocal microscopy
(Bio-Rad Radiance 2100) as described [12]. Primary MEF expressing
pShooter constructs were analyzed using Axiophot epiﬂuorescence
microscope (Zeiss).

3. Results and discussion
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In human FAK, the ﬁrst cluster, termed NES1, consists of
hydrophobic amino acid residues: 90, 95, 98, 100, and 102
(UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database accession number Q05397).
The pattern is conserved through the vertebrate species (Fig.
1a), as well as present in FAK-related protein kinase Pyk2
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Fig. 1. FAK has two potential NES sequences. (a) Whereas NES1, a hydrophobic patch of amino acids in F1 lobe of FERM domain, is conserved in
vertebrates, kinase domainÕs NES2 is preserved in some invertebrates too. (b) Both NES1 and NES2 are present also in FAK-related protein kinase
Pyk2. (c) NES1 sequences highlighted in structure of FERM domain. (d) NES2 sequences highlighted in structure of inactive (left) and active (right)
FAK kinase domain. Non-hydrolyzable ATP analog AMP-PNP bound to active site is shown in stick representation.

(Fig. 1b). However, it is not conserved in FERM domains of
other proteins and it is likely to be speciﬁc for FAK family.
The second cluster in human FAK, termed NES2, which consists of hydrophobic residues 518, 520, 523, and 525, can also
be found in Pyk2 and it is even more evolutionary conserved
than NES1. NES2, and not NES1, was detected in deduced
sequences of invertebrate FAK proteins that are rather divergent from the highly conserved sequences of vertebrates (Fig.
1) [23,24].

Fig. 2. FAK nucleocytoplasmic shuttling is NES-dependent. Live cell
imaging was used to follow GFP-FAK distribution before and 4 h
after exposure of GFP-FAK-expressing HUVECs to 10 ng/ml leptomycin B as described [12].

Three FERM subdomains F1, F2, and F3 intimately associate with one another forming a compact structure with the
overall shape of a cloverleaf [20]. NES1 sequences localized
within F1 lobe, which spans residues 33–127, are not as easy
accessible as NES2 (Fig. 1c and d). Structural changes between
autoinhibited and catalytically active FAK do not aﬀect position of NES2 sequences [21]. NES2 patch is prominently exposed and easy to access regardless of FAK kinase activity
suggesting that NES2 might have more prominent regulatory
role in nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of FAK (Fig. 1d).
To determine whether FAK nucleocytoplasmic shuttling is
in fact NES-dependent, we transduced HUVEC cells with
GFP-FAK and then exposed to leptomycin B. Leptomycin
B, an unsaturated, branched-chain fatty acid, known as a potent and speciﬁc nuclear export inhibitor that alkylates and
inhibits chromosomal region maintenance 1 (CRM1)/exportin
1 (XPO1), a transporter required for nuclear export of NEScontaining proteins [25–27]. We hypothesized that if FAK contains biologically functional NES sequences, leptomycin B
would prevent FAK export from the nucleus. Indeed, HUVECs transduced with GFP-FAK retained GFP-FAK in the
nucleus upon exposure to leptomycin B (Fig. 2).
To validate whether these two hydrophobic amino acid
clusters can function as NES sequences, we created a series
of constructs where we inserted combinations of multiple
FAK NES sequences aiming to pull out exogenously expressed
GFP tagged with triple NLS from SV40 large T antigen
(DPKKKKRKV) (Fig. 3a). Primary MEF were analyzed for
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Fig. 3. Both NES1 and NES2 sequences in FAK are biologically
functional. (a) Diagram of pShooter plasmid constructs used to
determine functionality of FAK NES sequences. CMV, immediateearly cytomegalovirus promoter; myc, c-myc epitope (EQKLISEEDL);
NES1,
FAK fragment encoding amino acid sequence
RLSHLRSEEVHWLHVDMGV; NES2 FAK fragment encoding
amino acid sequence FLQVRKYSLDLASLILYAYQL, mNES1,
mutated FAK fragment encoding amino acid sequence RLSHARSEEAHWAHADMGV (mutated amino acids are in bold); mNES2,
mutated FAK fragment encoding amino acid sequence FLQVRKYSADAASAIAYAYQL (mutated amino acids are in bold); NLS,
nuclear localization signal from SV40 large T antigen
(DPKKKKRKV). (b) Nuclear or cytoplasmic localization of GFP
or GFP fusion proteins is determined by presence of NLS and
functional NES sequences. (c) Quantiﬁcation of GFP and GFP fusion
protein localization. Whereas untagged GFP is uniformly distributed
in nucleus and cytoplasm, triple NLS pulls GFP strongly into the
nucleus. By adding functional NES1 or NES2, GFP is transferred into
the cytoplasm. Mutation of hydrophobic residues in NES1 (mNES1)
or NES2 (mNES2) aborts cytoplasmic translocation.
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GFP localization 48 h post-transfection. Triple NLS tag
(NLS)3 added in frame to C-terminus of GFP [GFP-(NLS)3]
was suﬃcient to restrict GFP localization to the nucleus
(Fig. 3b). Adding a single FAK NES1 or NES2 cassette between GFP and triple NLS tag was not enough to pull the fusion GFP-NES1-(NLS)3 or GFP-NES2-(NLS)3 protein out
from the nucleus (data not shown). Double cassettes, either
two NES1 [GFP-NES1-NES1-(NLS)3], two NES2 [GFPNES2-NES2-(NLS)3] or combination of one NES1 and one
NES2 [GFP-NES1-NES2-(NLS)3] fused between GFP and triple NLS tag provided enough binding sites for exporting molecules and were able to translocate GFP partially or
completely out to the cytoplasm (Fig. 3b). In each of three separate experiments, we monitored by ﬂuorescence microscopy
100 transfected cells for each of constructs and assorted these
cells based on GFP localization into three groups: (1) nuclear
only, (2) nuclear and cytoplasmic, and (3) cytoplasmic only.
GFP was localized only in cytoplasm in about 46% of cells
expressing GFP-NES1-NES1-(NLS)3 fusion protein. Substitution of one NES1 with NES2 cassette, increased cytoplasmic
localization of GFP-NES1-NES2-(NLS)3 fusion protein to
60–62%, whereas double NES2 had even higher nuclear export
index (86% % of GFP-NES2-NES2-(NLS)3 fusion protein
expressing cells). On the other hand, whereas both GFPNES1-NES1-(NLS)3 and GFP-NES1-NES2-(NLS)3 fusion
proteins had solely nuclear localization in about 20% cells,
GFP-NES2-NES2-(NLS)3 was found in nucleus only in 4.4%
of transfected cells (Fig. 3c). Finally, mutation of hydrophobic
residues into alanines in both NES1 [GFP-mNES1-mNES1(NLS)3] and NES2 [GFP-mNES2-mNES2-(NLS)3] obliterated
their nuclear export function. Neither GFP-mNES1-mNES1(NLS)3 nor GFP-mNES2-mNES2-(NLS)3 were able to translocate GFP-(NLS)3 from the nucleus into cytoplasm (Fig. 3).
These data suggest that cluster of hydrophobic residues in both
putative NES sequences of FAK could interact with exporting
proteins and that they can be biologically functional.
To determine whether biological activity of NES1 and NES2
in intact FAK protein correlates to our data shown in Fig. 3,
we transfected HUVECs with GFP fused with N-terminal
truncated FAK (GFP-FERM FAK), a construct that contains
intact NLS and NES1, but not NES2 sequences [12]. The
GFP-FERM FAK fusion protein was predominantly localized
in the nucleus indicating that NES1 is not suﬃciently strong to
overcome potent NLS sequence (Fig. 4). On the other hand, a
construct containing intact NLS, NES1, and NES2 (GFP-(1686)FAK), was localized mainly in perinuclear cytoplasm,
whereas in the presence of leptomycin B it was retained in
the nucleus. Remaining C-terminal domain of FAK that corresponds to FAK-related non-kinase (FRNK) when fused to
GFP was never seen in the nucleus, with or without leptomycin
B in the culture medium (data not shown). Taken together our
data suggest that both NES sequences are required to keep
FAK out of the nucleus (Fig. 4).
Weak nuclear export activity of FAK NES1 might be due to
the fact that the leucines are more buried in core of domain
than exposed, making them practically almost inaccessible to
solvent (Fig. 1c). Similar phenomenon was reported for proposed NES residues in abl kinase [28,29].
Double NES sequence of which one is within a kinase domain is not unique for FAK. Cdc7 serine/threonine kinase, that
regulates G1/S transition and initiation of DNA replication
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Fig. 4. Both NES sequences are required to keep FAK out of the
nucleus. GFP-FERM FAK that contains intact NLS and NES1, but
not NES2 sequences is predominantly localized in the nucleus, whereas
full length FAK containing intact NLS, NES1, and NES2 (GFP-FAK)
is localized mainly in perinuclear cytoplasm and in focal contacts.

also has two NES sequence: NES1 at 458–467 within kinase insert III, and NES2 at 545–554 within the kinase IX domain
[30]. The localization of NES sequence in kinase domain raises
an interesting possibility of playing a double role in regulation
of FAK function. The binding of nuclear export proteins to
NES may not have a role only in nucleocytoplasmic shuttling,
but also in down-regulation of kinase activity by masking
FAK kinase domain.
FAK-related protein kinase Pyk2 is also shuttling between
nucleus and cytoplasm in NES-dependent manner [31–33].
Even though the homology between two proteins is only about
40% in FERM and about 60% in the central kinase domain,
NLS and both NES clusters are conserved between FAK
and Pyk2 (Fig. 1a) [12]. Interestingly, Pyk2/FAK chimeras,
in which FERM and kinase domain of Pyk2 were fused to
C-terminal region of FAK with the FAT-containing L1034S
mutation, which aborts interaction with paxillin and focal
adhesion localization, were also localized in cytoplasm [34].
These data taken together suggests that FAK and Pyk2 likely
use the same mechanism for shuttling in and out of the nucleus.
Recently, we have shown that FAK FERM nuclear translocation is pre-requirement for FERM-mediated binding to p53,
and FERM-enhanced Mdm2-dependent p53 ubiquitination
[12]. Golubovskaya et al. localized the site of FAK binding
to a seven amino acid region (amino acids 65–71) in the N-terminal proline-rich domain of human p53 and shown that
mutating this site and targeting the site with peptides aﬀected
p53 functioning and viability in the cells [35]. Whether Pyk2
interacts also directly with p53 and plays a role in p53 degradation it remains to be determined. Furthermore, interplay between FAK/Pyk2 and p53 family members p63 and p73 should
be also a subject of future investigation.
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